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Wheelchair
lifts focus of
complaint
JAMES LABER
MONTANA KAIMIN
Two students have filed grievances to the federal government
saying that ASUM has not done
enough to make its buses wheelchair accessible, said the president
of Alliance for Disability and
Students of the University of
Montana, or ADSUM, on
Tuesday.
“What has been happening
since day one is that at least one
bus has had a wheelchair lift out of
order at any given time,” Jon
Pielat said. “On any given day I
might talk to two or three different
students having issues with the
lifts.”
Pielat said one of the buses’ lifts
has been broken every week this
semester.
“This is a major concern of
mine and should be a major concern of ASUM’s, because the way
I see it and the way the law sees it,
equality is a civil right. ASUM
Transportation has failed to give

See BUSES, Page 12
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Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin

Workers set up an 85-foot-high, six-story stage for the Rolling Stones concert Tuesday at Washington-Grizzly Stadium. The stage crew consists of about 425
members.

Band to start Missoula up
after final equipment setup
TY HAMPTON
MONTANA KAIMIN
The Rolling Stones production crew finished building the mammoth six-story, 85-foot, 300-ton stage in
Washington-Grizzly Stadium on Tuesday in preparation for tonight’s concert at 7.
“This is one of the many scenic venues we’ve been
in, and it’s a lot nicer than building downtown in a
city somewhere,” said Dale Skjerseth, production
manager for the Rolling Stones. “The scenery out
here makes the day go faster.”
Skjerseth said that band equipment load-in, along
with sound and line checks, is the only remaining
work to be done before the show. The crew works 10hour shifts per day on the tour putting the stage
together. The crew will begin taking down and
unloading the production
equipment and steel structure
of
the
stage following the
They will still pretty
concert,
much do their own
with all
personnel
thing – they are not
out
of
afraid to go out in
town
by
public or among their
Thursday
own fans.
evening.
— Tim Mc Williams,
T h e
s t a g e
concert promoter rep
mainly
consists
of a black steel structure. Skjerseth said there are 35 trucks used for the
steel, along with 35 used for production, adding up to
the 70 semi-trucks used to transport the stage to
Missoula. The Stones use two semi-trailer generators
to light the show and a 50-by-49 video wall monitor,
which Skjerseth said packs enough juice “to power a
small village.”
“It’s a moving city in itself,” Skjerseth said.
The steel structure has stairways and walkways
above the main performance area, stage A, where 230
fans who bought stage tickets can stand and watch the
show. There is also a runway leading out 120 feet
from the stage to a smaller stage, stage B, in the mid-

“

”

What it takes to rock
According to a crew member, the Rolling
Stones has one of the largest stage arsenals
in the world which includes:
• a record-sized monitor
• 470 pyrotechnic pieces per show
•30-foot tall inflatable lips and a tongue
•36 miles of cable
•425 crew workers and 45 members of
the band’s entourage

dle of the floor crowd.
“The band usually comes out and plays four or five
songs on stage B, so having the seats toward the back
isn’t exactly a bad thing,” Skjerseth said, pointing to
the opposite end of the stadium.
As far as the band goes, Tim McWilliams, a concert promoter representative, said the band would
arrive in the Missoula area late Tuesday. The Stones
will camp out in the Adams Center today in a
makeshift dressing room and lounge. McWilliams
said the lounge is “very comfortable,” with a full dining area equipped with big TVs, leather couches and
a liquor table. The tour has a private chef and a catering truck.
McWilliams said the Stones will drive themselves
to the venue from their lodging today and will enter
the stadium through the tunnels connected to the
Adams Center.
“They will still pretty much do their own thing –
they are not afraid to go out in public or among their
own fans,” McWilliams said.
In speculation of how the legendary rockers still
perform at full throttle well into their 60s,
McWilliams said, “This isn’t a job for these guys; the
band just really loves what they do, and so they’re
going to keep doing this for as long as they want.”

w w w. m o n t a n a k a i m i n . c o m

With the Rolling Stones
strolling into Missoula for
tonight’s show at WashingtonGrizzly Stadium, the University of
Montana and community businesses are looking to make bank
off the event.
“If we get a couple hundred
thousand dollars, we (UM) will be
doing good,” said Bob Duringer,
vice president for administration
and finance.
At a conservative estimate, UM
should net $70,000 from the concert, said Marlene Hendrickson,
UM Productions adviser and
ASUM accountant.
Hendrickson said that UM
would receive $60,000 from ticket
sales of the 20,000 tickets sold
with a $3 ticketing fee attached.
UM leased the stadium space to
the concert promoters, Live
Nation, with the payment agreement being covered by the $3 ticketing charge.
UM will receive $15,000 from
merchandise sales of Rolling
Stones T-shirts and apparel. UM is
also bringing in money from beer
sales at the stadium, as well as
other concessions and catering to
the crew put on by University
Dining Services.
Hendrickson mentioned that
although it did not initially cost
UM a penny to pay the Stones to
play in Missoula, additional specifications have been made for the
stadium, out of UM’s pocket, in
preparation for the concert. For
example, thousands of fluorescent-light strips had to be placed
on every step in every row of the
stadium, which are usually not
used for nighttime events.
“We don’t have any obligations
to the Stones financially, only
Live Nation, who made the deal
with the Stones,” Hendrickson
said. “We have no risk invested in
this concert so we can only make
money.”
Hendrickson added that a final
amount would be figured during
the coming month, including
expenses running through the
Sunday following the concert.
John Aliri, manager of the UC
Market, said the Market would
stay open during its regular hours
today, regardless of how business
fares.
“On one hand we could have
more business from all the
concert-goers stopping in, or we
could have a lot less if a substantial amount of regular student customers don’t come to school that
day to avoid the madness,” Aliri
said.
Hotels around town have been
booked full for months leading up
to the concert. John Bernthal,
manager of the Holiday Inn

See MONEY, Page 12
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Fo o t p r i n t s i n A f r i c a

E d i to r i a l
New contract policy will help
build up UM athletics program

Ingredients of a Voodoo ritual

The University of Montana’s football and men’s and women’s
basketball teams have long been overachievers.
With five appearances in the Division I-AA National
Championship game since 1995, and two national champion titles,
the UM football team’s record is well known. And over the past three
years the men’s and women’s basketball teams have each made it to
the NCAA Tournament in March, twice. The men even won a firstround game last year, quite an accomplishment for a school UM’s
size.
Sports at UM also play a big role in attracting student and community interest. But the Athletic Department has been at a disadvantage
until last week, when the state Board of Regents decided to allow
Montana universities to offer multi-year coaching contracts.
Before last week, schools in Montana could only sign coaches to
one-year contracts, whereas now they can be signed to three-year
deals. The move puts Montana schools in a spot where most schools
around the country have been for years.
It’s an important change for several reasons. First, it will help
coaches recruit, as players who come to Montana for a coach can be
assured they’ll play for that coach for more than just one year.
Even more important is that a multi-year job is more attractive for
a coach because it provides job security in the world of college
sports with its ever-fickle fans. This will help Montana attract the
best coaches possible and hold on to them once they’re here.
Attracting coaching talent has never been much of a problem at
Montana, which over the years has snagged numerous up-and-comers and launched them toward successful careers.
In men’s basketball, there was Jud Heathcote in the ‘70s, one of
the legends of college basketball who won a national championship
at Michigan State after coaching at Montana. Then there was Mike
Montgomery, who left Montana to lead Stanford to national prominence before doing a stint as a head coach in the NBA for the Golden
State Warriors.
This summer, UM lost coach Larry Krystkowiak to an NBA job
with the Milwaukee Bucks after he revitalized the school’s program.
Football’s had its own share of success stories, most recently that
of Joe Glenn, who left Montana for Wyoming in 2003 and took that
school to its first bowl game in 11 years.
Women’s basketball is a different story, as Robin Selvig has held
the head coaching position at Montana for 28 years. As the sixthfastest coach in NCAA history to reach 600 wins, Selvig is a perfect
example of the type of talent that comes through Montana.
Unfortunately, except for Selvig, that type of talent has always left.
This is going to be inevitable as bigger schools with bigger revenues will always be able to offer coaches more money. But this
way, at least we’ll get to hang on to them a little longer.
True, the new contracts could also stick UM with some bad
coaches. But it’s a give-and-take that’s worth it in the end to be able
to hold onto the good ones.
– Peter Bulger,
editor

Lomé, Togo. I walk down the unpaved and muddy
street and question a Togolese local for advice. He
points, and I follow his directions to the Marche des
Féticheurs. It wasn’t so much the smell of rotting
flesh that brought on that subtle urge to vomit, even
though Lindsey Crerar, also from the University of
Montana, had a grimace on her face and her nose
plugged.
It wasn’t the small and dirty lot pockmarked with
piles of trash. It wasn’t even the over-priced admission charge or the prospect of a voodoo market that
did it. It was the thought that every dried carcass or
severed head used to be alive. At least the monkey
skulls were without the flesh that animated the grimace of the few stacked gorilla heads. The fetish
market was not large, nor was it impressive. But
there was something about the presence of rare and
endangered animals—the jaws of hippos, a piece
from the backbone of a whale, the dried body and
shell of a giant sea turtle—that was the source of my
mild repulsion. Thousands of parts from hundreds of
animals littered disorganized tables.
At the time, I felt lucky that I was unable to identify the majority of what was on sale. Lion and tiger
and jaguar skins, along with bones from an elephant,
were enough death to fill anyone’s stomach. Any
more and I could’ve added my half-digested lunch to
their display of the dead and disgusting.
A single man followed us through the market
encouraging the purchase of this and that. It was difficult to explain to him why U.S. Customs wouldn’t
allow a fleshy gorilla head into the country upon my
return. And that even if they did, I attempted to tell
him, I would have no place in my room or on my wall
for the half-preserved tragedy. “For rituals, for rituals,” he kept saying to me in between descriptions
detailed in broken English. It is a French-speaking
country, after all. I kept silent, except for the few
times I could stomach enough to ask him what animal that was.
Voodoo doesn’t exist in Ghana to the extent it still
exists and is practiced today in Togo. Or, at least, that
is what I’ve observed. The fetish market in Lomé was
my first experience with any sort of outlet for the

necessary “ingredients” of Voodoo ritual. And I find
myself conflicted. Voodoo, contrary to the
Hollywood stereotype, serves as a traditional religion. It is a belief system encompassing various
deities, with a strong reliance on ancestral praise or
worship. It is, simply, a traditional African religion. It
isn’t, however, some sort of devil worship people
commonly attribute to its practice. Who am I, then,
to judge the means by which any peoples’ beliefs are
practiced? Yet, I see hundreds of animals—many of
them theoretically illegal to kill—slaughtered without repercussion and sold openly. Why is the head of
a gorilla or the jaw of a hippopotamus necessary to
call upon your ancestor or praise any given deity? At
the same time, I acknowledge that I have no practical
understanding of the religion or traditions. If someone came up to me and asked me to stop indulging in
the Christmas spirit because of some intangible
threat to the environment, a threat that I didn’t have
the means to readily confirm or deny, I’d likely continue on my way. So, again, what do we do? Destroy
culture to preserve life? Or destroy life to preserve
culture? Maybe I am missing something. Maybe
there is a middle ground. Or maybe I am just overcritical of a cultural and religious convention I don’t
understand. But the shells, heads and the bodies
stacked like cans of food or boxes of cereal puts a
question in my mind—why is this necessary?
I thought I’d devote this week to those few hours
spent among the flesh and bones and ask these questions only because I have a lingering feeling that the
answers are important and I don’t have them. There
are things I love about Africa – the color of it all, the
diversity of language and culture, the traditions – but
there are things, like the conflict outlined here, I
struggle with. But that’s just the way it is here, a constant battle to polish the rough edges that outline
much of the culture, the tradition, and the experience.
And I wouldn’t trade that battle for anything in the
world.
– Ian Bassingthwaighte is a UM junior studying
for a semester in Ghana and majoring in creative
writing.
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Congress overreacted to
online gambling problem
On Friday, Sept. 29, Congress
passed the Port Security Act by a
wide margin. While I support this
bill, I do not support what was
attached to it, the Online
Gambling and Prohibition Act.
The bill, introduced by Senate
Majority Leader Bill Frist (RTenn.), prohibits U.S. banks from
transferring funds to online poker
sites, while excluding online horse
betting and lotteries. Apparently
those take more skill to win at
than poker. It is widely accepted
that poker is a game of skill, as
many people have been able to
sustain an income off of it. Frist’s
major argument is that online
poker is extremely addicting. To

Pu t ed u c a t i o n b e fore
fashionable controversy
Whom to bring to campus for
the President’s Lecture Series is
not an issue of free speech as has
been argued. Such a decision,
rather, is a matter of educational
priorities. Belief in free speech
does not mean that it is morally
acceptable to employ opinion
mongering without awareness of
the consequences. Restraint and
consideration for the feelings of
others should be part of a judicious decision.
Stephen Walt’s claim that “the
U.S. has a terrorism problem in
good part because it is so closely
allied with Israel” is inflammatory
and reckless. Even the phrase “terrorism problem” conjures up historical attempted “solutions” to

Letters
to the editor
that I say what in life doesn’t have
the potential to be addicting?
With the obesity epidemic in
America, it is evident that to
some, food is addicting. Should
the government ban candy to protect people from overeating? Also,
the addicts the bill is designed to
protect will just find ways to
bypass the law and continue to bet
online. The ones that suffer will
be the recreational players like
myself, who play for fun. On any
given night of the week I could be
the so-called “Jewish problem”
like the Nazi’s “final solution,”
the Iranian solution of “wiping
Israel off the map,” and Hamas’
rejection of Israel’s right to exist.
At the University of California,
“More than 3,000 faculty, students
and concerned citizens have
signed a petition that directs faculty and administration on each
California university campus to
address the growing problem of
hostility toward Jewish students
that is fueled by anti-Israel rhetoric in the classroom and curriculum and at university sponsored
events.” Would we have such sensitivity on our campus!
What is needed in this community is positive information about
Jewish history and culture. The
reaction of dismay by Jews on
campus to Walt was predictable

3

Letters
out drinking or doing drugs, but
instead I play online poker. One
representative went as far to say
that online poker was equivalent
to cocaine and that one could,
“click your mouse and lose your
house.” While I have never tried
cocaine myself, I find it hard to
believe it creates the same euphoria. At the end of the day, I am the
only one who can protect me from
myself. The U.S. should move
towards taxing and regulating
online poker, the current system in
England. Taking away our right to
play online poker is a move
toward a totalitarian government
and a violation of our rights.
– Ben Platts,
freshman, sociology

and should have been taken into
account. As Gideon Rose,
Managing Editor of Foreign
Affairs, wrote, “Unfortunately,
Mearsheimer and Walt stated their
case so strongly and over-broadly
that … nobody gets educated on
the actual issues involved.” I hope
that in the future we will put education before fashionable controversy and harmony before discord.
– Robert Pack,
English,
Honors College professor

Accuracy Watch

On Oct. 3, the Kaimin erroneously reported the budgeted number
of fall semester full-time enrollment students. The actual number is
11,804.
In a photo cutline on the Oct. 3 outdoors page, the Kaimin mistakenly identified a pair of mule deer antlers as elk antlers.

The Montana Kaimin is committed to
accuracy in its reports. If you think the Kaimin
has committed an error of fact, please call us
at 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.umt.edu and let us know.
If we find a factual error we will correct it.

Rolling Stones – nothing more
than a mid-week migraine
All I wanted was to take my dog
for a walk at the bark park. I
couldn’t even find a parking spot!
And why? Just because of an
over-hyped concert by a loud,
bland band of over-aged rockers
who seem very popular among
those who have little musical taste
to speak of. The Rolling Stones
are about as good as any amateur
band that alternates between three
or four uninteresting chords,
pounds the drums as loud as they
can at one constant, stultifying
rhythm and croaks out their banal,
repetitive lyrics with voices about

as good as that of a drunk who has
smoked one too many cigarettes.
What sets them apart, I suppose, is
their very evocative and appropriate name. After all, for most of
their fans a chance to get stoned is
a sufficient excuse for a headache
born of a mediocre cacophony of
noise. I, for one, will not be paying an exorbitant amount of
money for a mid-week migraine.
In fact, I will stay as far from campus as possible until this circus
has left town. And lest you think
I can’t appreciate great music, I’m
going home now to listen to
Dylan.
– Filip Panusz,
UM graduate
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Friends, family remember spontaneous, fun-loving Gwen Porter
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ZACHARY FRANZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
“You lose yourself, you reappear
You suddenly find you got
nothing to fear
Alone you stand with nobody near
When a trembling distant voice,
unclear
Startles your sleeping ears to hear
That somebody thinks
They really found you.”
-Bob Dylan
“It’s alright, Ma (I’m only bleeding)”
– Gwen Porter’s favorite song
and artist
Gwen Porter loved Bob Dylan.
She liked vintage cloths, popsicles
and reading and watching movies
with her friends.
“She loved life,” said her sister,
Maureen Porter. “She always
wanted to meet new people and
make connections with them.”
Gwen, a UM student, died in
Missoula Sept. 16 from an overdose of the prescription drug
methadone, according to police.
She was 20 years old.
Gwen liked just about everybody, and was easy to like in
return, her friends say.
“In a group of friends, there’s
always one you want to be around,
that has to be at the party,” said
Maureen Porter. “That was always
her.”
A sophomore when she died,
Gwen grew up near Havre as the
youngest of four children. She
lived in a house in a little subdivision a few miles outside of town.
Gwen’s mother teaches English
at Havre High School, and her
father works for the railroad. She
was close to her siblings.
Teachers liked Gwen because
she was smart and worked hard,
Maureen Porter said. She was
especially good at English, and
won the English departmental
award annually given to one senior.
One of Gwen’s papers, which
Maureen Porter found especially

moving, consisted of memories
from regular camping trips the
family had taken on Spotted Bear
River when the girls where children. On those trips, the spontaneous and water-loving Gwen
would convince her sister to go
floating down the river under the
moonlight.
“She was obnoxious, but in a
good way,” Maureen Porter said.
“She had a lot of energy.”
It was Gwen’s poetic side that
may have led her to be so enamored with Bob Dylan.
Like the rest of her family,
Gwen was also a talented swimmer and musician. Though she
was the “baby” of the family,
Gwen strove to keep up with her
older siblings and was a tough
competitor, Maureen Porter said.
Gwen wasn’t always competitive, though. Megan Billingslie,
her best friend throughout high
school, remembers a side of Gwen
that just loved to have fun. The
two would sometimes buy cigars
and climb up the hill behind town
to smoke and talk about life.
The two had a daily routine of
watching “The Simpsons” after
school and eating Doritos, and
whenever Gwen got off work at
Dairy Queen, she would bring
back some custom-made treat for
her friend.
“You didn’t see one of us without the other,” Billingslie said. “It
seems like when somebody dies
they get really popular. They get
idolized. But Gwen was everything to me.”
Gwen’s lifelong passion was
acting. Even as a young child, she
dreamed of playing roles on television or in movies. She was
active in theatre during high
school, and afterward went to the
American Musical and Dramatic
Academy in New York, where
she’d earned a scholarship, to
learn the craft.
And your pleasure knows no limits
Your voice is like a meadowlark

But your heart is like an ocean
Mysterious and dark.
-Bob Dylan
“One more cup of coffee”
It was during her first year in
New York that Gwen’s brother,
Nick, died at the age of 23. Nick,
a gifted music major at UM, struggled with bipolar disorder. He had
been close to Gwen. During winter break in 2004, he was found
dead at the bottom of the social
sciences building on the UM campus. Police never determined if his
death was an accident or intentional. It was an event that altered
Gwen’s life.
“I think it did change her as person,” Maureen Porter said. “It
kind of closed her off.”
Gwen returned to Havre briefly
for her brother’s services, then
moved to Missoula and took summer classes. That fall, she went
back to New York and moved in
with her oldest brother, Chris –
also a talented musician. She only
stayed for one semester before
returning to Havre and then again
to Missoula, where she once again
enrolled at UM.
The grief consumed her, said
her mother, Sally Porter. Friends
say that Gwen may not have dealt
with the grief immediately, and it
continued to eat at her.
“She was living really fast,
going from one place to another,
one person to another,” said
Billingslie.
Still, on the surface, at least,
things seemed to be getting better.
Gwen sought counseling and
began studying philosophy at UM.
During the summer, she spent
nearly every day with Mandela
van Eeden, whom she had met in
History of Rock and Roll and
quickly became a close friend.
To van Eeden, she seemed
happy and focused. Van Eeden
didn’t suspect that Gwen was hiding anything. Her best friend
never mentioned misusing pre-

The Montana Kaimin:
Goes great with coffee.

Photo courtesy of Megan Billingslie

Gwendolyn Porter holds friend Megan Billingslie’s nephew, Micah.

scription drugs and never
appeared to have a problem.
The two would swim in the
Clark Fork nearly every day, and
would often walk around downtown playing “The Hello Game.”
That game came about because
Gwen claimed to be shy around
boys. Though her friends didn’t
totally believe the claim, van
Eeden came up with the game, in
which they simply had to say,
“Hello,” to everyone that crossed
their path.
Sometimes they would miss
one, and Porter would shout,
“Hello,” to someone blocks away.
When you’re sad and when
you’re lonely and you haven’t got
a friend
Just remember that death is not
the end

And all that you’ve held
sacred, falls down and does not
mend
Just remember that death is not
the end
Not the end, not the end
Just remember that death is not
the end
-Bob Dylan
“Death is not the end”
“Hello,” shouted Gwen Porter.
Maybe she was calling out not
because she was shy around boys.
The curse of hindsight is that it
lets us see all too clearly what we
have failed to do.
“Nobody knew where she was,”
Billingslie said. “She only let people see the part of her she wanted
them to see.”
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Presidential Lecture Series selection process
questioned following controversial speaker
HANNAH HEIMBUCH
MONTANA KAIMIN
Debate about the year’s first
speaker of the Presidential Lecture
Series has led some professors to
question the process of choosing
guest speakers.
“We need to take a very serious
look at what we’re doing, how
these people are chosen and why,”
said history professor Michael
Mayer, who co-authored a Kaimin
guest column in September discussing speaker Stephen Walt’s
visit to the University of Montana.
Walt, a Harvard professor and
dean, published a working paper
with John Mearsheimer, titled
“The Israel Lobby and U.S.
Foreign Policy,” that has been
called anti-Semitic and academically flawed and has inspired
large-scale heated debate.
But Richard Drake, a UM history professor who has coordinated
the series for the past 20 years,
defended the decision to invite
Walt.
“They’re both (Walt and
Mearsheimer) extremely well
regarded scholars in their field,”
Drake said. “One teaches at the
University of Chicago, the other at
Harvard. If we can’t bring in
speakers from schools that are as
highly regarded as those two, then
we would have a very serious
problem.”
Mayer said the controversial
visit showed a lack of balanced
views and points to some problems in how speakers are chosen.
Drake invites about 10 speakers

each year from the many nominated by professors, students and
community members. He said he
tries to have the series reflect the
whole community’s interests with
a balance of the arts, humanities
and sciences.
Drake said he thinks the overall
reaction from the University has
been positive.
“Nearly 1,000 people came to
view Stephen Walt’s lecture,” he
said. He also said Walt is the most
controversial speaker he has invited.
“If we were afraid to invite controversial speakers to this campus,
we would have a very conformist
lecture series, it would not be
worth attending,” Drake said.
“Intellectual freedom requires that
we be allowed to bring in speakers
who have been challenged and are
challenging.”
Mayer said he thinks the view
Walt represents could have been
better presented by a less inflammatory and criticized speaker or
by a second speaker.
“In this case I think it would
have made a lot of sense to invite
somebody else to balance it,”
Mayer said. “No one was asking
for Walt’s speech to be constrained, we asked that an alternative viewpoint be presented.”
Drake said that balance would
occur with time. “I think over the
course of years we try to bring in
different view points on controversial issues,” he said, “and we
will try to do that in this case.”
Mayer suggested a few changes
in the choosing process that could

ensure a quality series, though he
said in general Drake has planned
many good series.
“The obvious answer would be
to have a committee,” Mayer said.
But because committees can
sometimes take too long to reach
decisions, he said, a similar alternative would be having an oversight committee to approve the
coordinators choices and look for
red flags.
Drake said the issue of changing the selection process isn’t in
his domain. “I think (Mayer)
should take that up with the president,” Drake said. “The president
has given me my orders. It’s his
decision.”
Mayer said Walt, and those with
similar views, come from a legitimate and realist school of thought.
“There is a realist critique to be
made about American foreign policy in the Middle East,” he said.
“That is a serious question for
people to debate. That debate was
lost because the messenger chosen
is tainted by sloppy scholarship,”
Mayer said. “Having people
whose scholarship is at best suspect is not best for serious
debate.”

5
Law School to participate
in multi-campus
‘Guantanamo Teach-In’
SEAN BRESLIN
MONTANA KAIMIN
During the 1960s, numerous
American universities held teachins about the Vietnam War,
addressing different audiences
and featuring different speakers
each time.
The times, they are a-changin’.
As part of an Internet-fueled
forum Thursday, the University of
Montana School of Law will take
part in a multi-campus teach-in
dealing with the U.S. Military
prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
Connected via Internet stream,
more than 200 schools will discuss topics from torture to faith to
legal issues surrounding the
prison.
“This is real different in terms
of technology,” said UM law professor James Taylor, who helped
arrange UM’s involvement in the
event. Taylor also taught a course

during the 2005 winter-session
titled, “The United States’
Response to Terrorism.”
Organized by the Seton Hall
Law School, the Guantanamo
Teach-In has tried to involve an
array of guests with varying
views, Taylor said. But for Taylor,
he’s interested in the legal discussions about Guantanamo Bay and
how the three branches of government have — or haven’t —
worked on the issues surrounding
the prison, he said.
“Up until recently, one of the
big problems is Congress hasn’t
stepped into the fray,” Taylor said,
referring to Congress’ recent
approval of rules regarding the
detention and prosecution of terror suspects.
For more information on the
Guantanamo Teach-In, go to
http://www.guantanamoteachin.c
om

Montana Kaimin
That’s hot...
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Stones concert security taps 250 officers and event staff for show
ZACHARY FRANZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
In Capt. Jim Lemcke’s office
hangs a calendar — and on that
calendar Oct. 4 is marked in big
red letters.
“No Leave Requests,” it says.
Lemcke, of the Office of Public
Safety, said the Rolling Stones
concert is the biggest event in
Public Safety’s history and officers are gearing up. Seven of the
department’s 11 patrolling officers
will be working at the concert,
Lemcke said.
Joining Public Safety officers:

six sheriff’s deputies, 25 reserve
deputies, six Missoula Police
Department officers, four members of the Montana Highway
Patrol, more than 100 ASUM
event staff personnel and more
than 100 members of a private
security force hired by the Rolling
Stones.
“It’s a darn near y’all come,”
Lemcke said.
Public Safety has been preparing for the concert for months.
“It’s a huge community event,”
Lemcke said. “We’ve figured as
many things as we can figure.”
But the Office of Public Safety

is not feeling overwhelmed, he
said.
The Pearl Jam concert was only
slightly smaller, as far as crowd
size if not degree of hype, and that
went fine. And Griz football
games have given the officers
plenty of experience in handling
major events at WashingtonGrizzly Stadium.
“We’re not worried about it, but
we are taking measures to keep it
safe and enjoyable for everyone,”
he said. “It should be a good, fun
community event.”

Rumsfeld avoids discussing the politics
of Sandinista leader Daniel Ortega
LOLITA C. BALDOR
ASSOCIATED PRESS

MANAGUA, Nicaragua —
Defense
Secretary
Donald
Rumsfeld criticized Venezuela’s
hostile politics and longtime
adversary Cuba but avoided any
talk about another old antagonist,
Nicaraguan presidential candidate
Daniel Ortega.
“I don’t get involved in politics
in the United States,” Rumsfeld
told reporters Tuesday during a
gathering of defense ministers
from the Western Hemisphere.
“So you can be certain I don’t get
involved in politics in Nicaragua.”
In
Caracas,
Venezuela’s
President Hugo Chavez took note
of Rumsfeld’s three-day visit to
Central America by calling the
American defense secretary a
“dog of war” and saying that
Rumsfeld had no business suggesting that neighboring countries
are concerned about arms purchases by Venezuela.
Chavez called on Colombian
President Alvaro Uribe to clarify
whether he shares Rumsfeld’s
worries about Venezuela’s acquisition of helicopters, fighter jets
and assault rifles.
“If this man is saying that my
neighbors are worried because the
weapons that Venezuela is acquiring could go to the leftist guerril-

las, I need to know, President
Uribe, if you have some type of
worry regarding this,” Chavez
said in a televised speech. “It
should be you who says it, not the
dog of war.”
U.S. officials are watching
Nicaragua’s upcoming elections
very closely, mindful that a win by
Ortega, the leader of the
Sandinistas, could be another
destabilizing force in a region
where democracy has slowly
taken hold.
Ortega’s socialist government
was a major adversary of the
United States in the 1980s. He led
the overthrow of dictator
Anastasio Somoza in 1979 and
fought the U.S.-backed Contra
rebels as Nicaragua’s president
from 1985-1990.
Rumsfeld made a passing reference to Cuba in his formal
remarks to the ministers, and on
Tuesday he said the island nation
would be welcome in the conference when it becomes a “free and
democratic country.”
However, Rumsfeld was blunt
about the concerns being raised by
Latin American leaders over
Chavez’ billion-dollar weapons
buildup. He dismissed the claim
that the arms were needed for
defense.
“I don’t know of anyone threatening Venezuela, anyone in this
hemisphere,” Rumsfeld said.

Chavez called Rumsfeld a “little dog” and “Mr. Dog” in his TV
address. He grabbed headlines
recently when he called President
Bush “the devil” and slammed
U.S. leaders for trying to block his
country from taking a seat on the
U.N. Security Council.
U.S. officials have long considered Chavez a destabilizing force.
They have suggested that
Venezuela would make the
Security Council unworkable if
the nation were to win its bid
against U.S.-backed Guatemala
for a rotating council seat.
Rumsfeld said it is important
for the Central American countries to continue to work together
on counterterrorism, counter-narcotics, natural disasters and other
threats. But he agreed that as one
country cracks down on drug trafficking, the problem may migrate
to another country.
After meeting with Nicaraguan
President Enrique Bolanos,
Rumsfeld said he was pleased
with the progress the Nicaraguans
have made in their effort to
destroy a cache of about 1,000
Soviet-era surface-to-air missiles.
However, he noted that the job is
not yet complete. U.S. officials
have considered the missiles a
potential threat to civil aviation.

What not to bring
To comply with Office of Public Safety and Rolling
Stones’ safety requirements, police will be screening all
concert-goers, said Capt. Jim Lemcke with the Office of
Public Safety. Screenings will be more thorough than
those performed at football games, he said. Save yourself
some trouble and leave the following items at home.

Backpacks
Alcohol
Cameras
Cans

Bottles
Fireworks
Laser pointers
Any projectiles
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Brazed Chicken brings old-time ‘rickshaw’ rides back to Missoula
Photos by Kevin Hoffman

A bike taxi operator identified as Frog takes two UM students for a ride around the downtown area Saturday night. Frog or his business partner, Jonas Ehudin, can be found giving rides from the bars Thursday
through Saturday nights.
The handlebars of
each bike taxi owned
by Brazed Chicken
bike taxi services
contains everything
from the standard
hand brakes and
bicycle bells to traffic
signals and, on Frog’s
personal bike taxi, a
20-gigabyte iPod.

Frog of Brazed
Chicken bike taxi
services parks his
custom-built bike taxi
outside of the Rhino
on Saturday night.
Brazed Chicken is
currently working on
other bike taxis that
will be available for
rental.

JAMES LABER
MONTANA KAIMIN
After stumbling out of the Rhino at 2:15 a.m., you may
be too drunk to drive. You may also be too lazy to walk 15
blocks home. There is, however, a solution to your problem: Brazed Chicken.
Brazed Chicken is a two-person bike taxi service that has
been shuttling revelers around downtown Missoula and
beyond for more than three years and is looking to expand
its services.
Currently, Brazed Chicken consists of two bike taxis and
two owner/operators — creator Jonas Ehudin and a man
who would only identify himself as Frog.
The bike taxis run from 11 p.m. to 3 a.m. Thursday
through Saturday, weather permitting. The price to ride is
$5 for a downtown jaunt and negotiable prices for farther
destinations.
Ehudin has been ferrying students and Missoula residents
around since the summer of 2004. Ehudin, who also works
as an aide to special needs children at Sussex School during
the school year, decided to start the business so he would
have work during the summer.
“There was a tradition of ‘rickshaws’ in Missoula before
I started,” he said. “And I just wanted to continue that and
build my own ‘rickshaw’ to have something to do in the
summer and weekends. It’s that whole Montana thing with
having multiple jobs.”

Ehudin and Frog both said that students make up a large
part of their clientele, with many being return customers.
Ehudin said that late-night trips from downtown to campus
aren’t out of the ordinary.
On average, Ehudin estimates that he gives between 12
and 20 rides a night. Most of them are to downtown destinations or for people just wanting a ride around the block.
Frog says that he once pedaled a couple all the way to the
corner of Brooks and Reserve streets.
“It took most of my night,” he said. “But I was well compensated, so I guess it was worth it.”
According to Ehudin, his tri-wheeled bike taxi, the
“Garden City Gondola,” was built by hand. It started as a
Schwinn bike welded to pieces of bed frame, tent poles and
an old demolition-derby car bumper creating seating for
two passengers. It has been “refined” during the three years
of service for maximum comfort, Ehudin said.
Frog’s bike taxi, however, isn’t the smorgasbord of parts
that Ehudin’s is. Ehudin said that Frog’s bike taxi has “a
much more exacting design” and was built with steel tubing
from Pacific Steel.
“We probably spent a couple hundred hours creating it,”
said Frog. “I especially like the stereo system we installed.
It makes my night go a lot easier.”
Ehudin said the police in town think the bike taxi service
is a good idea.
“They like us,” he said. “They will occasionally check to
see if we have a business license, but I think they like us
taking folks home that are too intoxicated to drive.”

Frog added, though, that the music that they blare while
cruising the streets has brought them flak.
“Sometimes they give us shit about the music,” Frog
said. “But I think they generally appreciate us. We probably
cut down on a lot of DUIs.”
Ehudin said that he almost always has pleasant passengers, and that his favorite part of the service is getting to see
“the full spectrum of human emotion.” His favorite bike
taxi venture was working at a wedding.
“We were kind of the chauffeurs for the wedding,” he
said. “We ferried people from their cars up a dirt path to
where the wedding was being held up the Nine Mile. It was
pretty cool to be involved with that.”
Bike taxi service is only part of Brazed Chicken, said
Ehudin. They also build bike trailers, and Ehudin hopes to
expand services through the winter.
“Hopefully we will have maybe four bikes by next
spring,” he said. “We will rent them out. Students could
rent one and taxi people around downtown and make some
money themselves.”
Bike taxi passenger B.J. Fleming agreed with Ehudin.
“I think they could afford to have more rickshaws downtown,” he said. “It could really curtail drunk driving, not to
mention it was a comfortable ride.”
“We enjoy shuttling people around with the rickshaws we
have,” said Ehudin. “But the real goal of Brazed Chicken is
to get more bikes, make it more appealing to ride and to cut
down on car traffic in Missoula.”
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Stephanie Davis, a singer-songwriter from Billings and a UM graduate, sings a duet with Garrison Keillor in the first segment of “A Prarie Home Companion.” Keillor
invited several Montana-based guests to perform on Saturday’s show.

ALEX SAKARIASSEN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Missoula radios snapped, crackled and popped
with the spirit of the Golden Age of radio last
Saturday. In a tradition set down by radio classics
like “Fibber McGee and Mollie,” “Dragnet” and
“The Bickersons,” the lutefisk-savvy Garrison
Keillor elated listeners with a Montana-tailored
episode of his renowned radio show, “A Prairie
Home Companion.”
Keillor, clad in a black suit and token red sneakers, stood beneath the peaked roof of the “Prairie
Home” set in the University of Montana’s Adams
Center on Saturday. The 64-year-old satirist led his
Minnesota-based troupe of actors and musicians in
a two-hour whirlwind of hippie jokes, Rolling
Stones covers and grass-roots tunes before an audience of about 4,800 people.
“I said to several folks I felt it was the warmest
audience I've ever done a show for,” said Fred
Newman, actor and sound effects specialist for
“Prairie Home.”
“Very smart, quick and giving – that wall of
enthusiasm at the open when Garrison said, ‘We're
coming to you live from Missoula, Mont.,’ was like
nothing I've ever heard in my six-and-a-half years
on the show,” he said.
UM Productions and Montana Public Radio
worked in conjunction with 22 members of Prairie
Home Productions to bring the show to Missoula.
MPR Development Director Kay Wilson and
Associate Director Linda Talbott were first contacted with the prospect of hosting “A Prairie Home
Companion” in Missoula earlier this year.
Talbott said MPR hosted the Butte performance
of “A Prairie Home Companion” in 1999, and has
since stayed in contact with Prairie Home
Productions. Their persistence paid off when the
tour manager of “A Prairie Home Companion” told
Talbott and Wilson that the show had some open
tour dates in the fall, she said.
Tickets went on sale through UM Productions on
June 23. Concert coordinator Alex King said the
show sold out in seven or eight hours.
Keillor and most of his crew flew into town from
St. Paul, Minn., on Friday afternoon, giving them
just more than 24 hours to write, rehearse and
rewrite the script before storming the radio waves
of MPR with a live broadcast at 4 p.m. Saturday.
During a press conference on Friday afternoon,
Keillor used his straight-faced humor to describe
his arrival.
“Such an interesting approach to Missoula on a
737,” Keillor said. “So glad my wife wasn’t with
me. She would have cut a gash in my forearm.”
Satire took a brief hiatus when Keillor voiced his
initial reaction upon seeing the Adams Center up
close. Over the three decades that Keillor has hosted the show, he’s toured venues across the United
States, the United Kingdom and other countries
bringing his taste of old-time radio and Midwestern
humor to millions of fans.

“You look at this venue and you can kind of start
to see the kind of show you have to do,” Keillor
said.
Special preparations had to be made by UM
Productions to answer the detailed technical needs
of “Prairie Home.” An independent sound contractor had to be hired out of Seattle to supply light and
sound equipment for the show. Separate technical
preparations had to be made to successfully broadcast the performance to MPR listeners.
King explained that one sound company can’t
tour with a gig like “Prarie Home” because of the
array of crowd sizes he draws. In the past, “A
Prairie Home Companion” has performed for audiences ranging from 500 to 10,000, so Prairie Home
Productions contracts locally for each show, King
said.
Keillor invited several Montana musicians to
perform as guests for the Missoula show. The
Bozeman-based country group Growling Old Men
took to the microphones sporadically throughout
the show with songs like “Madison Brown” and the
band’s own “Sarah Hogan.” Billings singer-songwriter Stephanie Davis, a graduate of the UM
School of Journalism, also joined Keillor with
some of her own compositions. The duo returned to
the stage after the broadcast with an encore presentation of Davis’ “Goodnight, Little Cowpup.”
“She wrote this beautiful, beautiful song which
we just didn’t have time for on the broadcast,”
Keillor said.
“A Prairie Home Companion” regulars Tim
Russell and Sue Scott adopted the personalities of
burned-out hippies, cutthroat Montana politicians
and a very out-of-place Martha Stewart, satirizing
life in Missoula as best they could. The Guy’s AllStar Shoe band, headed by pianist Richard
Dworsky and accompanied by guest mandolinist
Peter Ostroushko, kept feet tapping throughout the
Adams Center with endless old-time hits and a
rousing cover of the Stones’ classic “Ruby
Tuesday.” Singer Prudence Johnson sang several
duets with Keillor during the show.
“Sue and Tim are brilliant, spontaneous, and just
damn fun to hang out with, and along with Rich
and musicians, they're the most talented folks I've
ever inhaled next to,” Newman said.
Positioned behind the “A Prairie Home
Companion” sound effects table, with wine glasses and sandbox at the ready, Newman is a living
specimen of the very age Keillor tries so doggedly
to honor. Every door slam, every dog bark, every
semi-comprehensible grunt comes straight from
Newman’s lips and lungs, filling each skit with the
touch of reality that mere voices simply can’t generate.
“I'm just the chimpanzee on skates,” Newman
said. “I always say I now get paid to do what I did
behind teachers backs – how lucky is that?”
Families and UM students alike gathered in the
Adams Center to see the last great radio show on
earth come to life. Research conducted by Prairie
Home Productions revealed the median age of
“Prairie Home Companion” listeners to be 55.
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Although the summer release of Keillor’s cinematic adaptation of the show has pumped younger
blood into the show’s fan ring, Keillor said he’s
been unable to ignore the aging nature of the
show’s most dedicated demographic.
“Its audience is slowly dying off,” he said.
Keillor said the issue became painfully obvious
to him while visiting his 91-year-old mother in the
nursing home. She was in rehabilitation after having hip replacement surgery, he said.
“I was sitting in the hall of the nursing home and
five or six residents of the nursing home came up
and asked for my autograph,” Keillor said.
Last weekend’s excursion to the Garden City was
not Keillor’s first visit to the state of Montana. In
1999, he brought “A Prairie Home Companion” to
Montana fans in Butte. Even before then, Missoula
was a familiar name to the St. Paul, Minn. native.
“I used to come through Montana as a child,”
Keillor said, describing the trips his family used to
take to Idaho.
As a more-than-moderately religious family, the
Keillors made numerous summer trips to Bible
conferences near St. Mary’s in Idaho. These car
rides came before the interstate blazed through central and southern Montana, when a long two-way
road stretched through the state and through the
center of most towns like Billings. Keillor remembers Missoula as the last major town on the road
before the Idaho state border and Bible country.
“Missoula was kind of the last of the secular
world,” Keillor said.
Keillor said he enjoyed his trip to Missoula, but
that bringing the show to Western Montana was just
one example of a passion ruling much of his life.
“I just really miss traveling,” he said. “I only
travel to work.”
Although traveling is one of his greatest joys,
Keillor said he rarely leaves the Twin Cities exclusively for leisure’s sake.
“When I have time off, I tend to stay in St. Paul,”
he said.
“A Prairie Home Companion” actor Tim Russell,
whose nephew attends UM, said Keillor seemed to
be enjoying his visit to Missoula, though the
show’s host spent much of his stay writing and
rewriting Saturday’s script.
“He seemed in a very good mood,” Russell said.
Keillor brought more than a cowboy duo, a bumbling detective and the news from Lake Wobegon
to Missoula when the stage’s “On Air” light flashed
red. Poised next to a streetlamp emblazoned
“Chestnut Street,” with script pages drifting like
leaves to the stage floor, Keillor treated his western
audience to a witty and unique piece of radio history.
“There is no one doing what Garrison does,”
Newman said. “His creativity continues to astound
me. And I'm totally flattered to be a small part of
his radio acting company.”
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Big home runs, a questionable firing highlight busy day in baseball
Pujols’ blast leads
Cards to 5-1 win
SAN DIEGO (AP) - With one
swing of Albert Pujols' bat, a St.
Louis Cardinals lineup that looked
so sickly in September suddenly
got a lot better under the
California sun.
San Diego Padres ace Jake
Peavy tempted Pujols with one
pitch too many and the slugger,
who has a shot at a second straight
NL MVP award, responded with a
two-run homer that launched the
Cardinals to a 5-1 victory in the
opening game of the division
series on Tuesday.
The win started with Pujols'
impressive drive in the fourth
inning that broke a scoreless tie.
Pujols connected on Peavy's
eighth pitch.
"What an at-bat," St. Louis
leadoff hitter David Eckstein said.
"Being able to foul off pitches,
take some pitches and then do
what he did, that ignited the whole
club."
Peavy was hoping for far better
results than Game 1 of last year's
playoff series, when he also lost
to St. Louis starter Chris
Carpenter at St. Louis while pitching with two broken ribs. Peavy
hurt himself when he jumped on

Trevor Hoffman's head while celebrating the Padres' division title
several days earlier.
Pujols, though, reminded Peavy
and the Padres just how dangerous
of a hitter he is. Peavy left a fullcount cut fastball over the plate
and Pujols drove it an estimated
422 feet into the Padres' bullpen
beyond the fence in left-center.
Center fielder Mike Cameron
climbed halfway up the fence in a
futile effort at Pujols' 11th career
postseason homer.
Overall, the two-time NL West
champion Padres have lost eight
straight postseason games dating
to 1998, when they were swept in
the World Series by the New York
Yankees.
Game 2 is Thursday afternoon,
when 43-year-old San Diego
native David Wells is scheduled to
start for the Padres against Jeff
Weaver.

Big Hurt’s record day
puts Twins in early hole
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -Barry
Zito kept the Twins off balance
with his big curveball and an
effective mixture of pitch location
and speed. Frank Thomas hit two
huge home runs.
It is possible to beat Johan

Santana at the quirky Metrodome,
as Zito, Thomas and the rest of the
A's proved.
Zito quieted Minnesota for eight
innings, besting Santana in
Oakland's 3-2 victory on Tuesday
afternoon in the first game of this
first-round playoff series.
"First blood, I think, means a lot
- especially when you're playing
on the road," said Zito.
Oakland emerged in excellent
shape after beating Santana, who
was 16-0 over a span of 23 regular-season starts in which the
Twins won every time since Aug.
1, 2005.
Thomas went 3-for-4, homering
in the ninth off Jesse Crain. The
38-year-old became the oldest
player to have a multihomer game
in postseason history, according to
the Elias Sports Bureau.
"It was a big day," Thomas said.
"I'm just happy to win this first
game, because this is a tough
place to win ballgames."
Minnesota rookie Boof Bonser
will start against Esteban Loaiza
in Game 2 Wednesday afternoon.

Yankees score early
and often in 8-4 rout

NEW YORK (AP) - Derek
Jeter and the rest of the modern-

day Murderers' Row overwhelmed the young Detroit
Tigers, getting the New York
Yankees off to a quick start in the
first round of the AL playoffs.
Jeter tied the postseason record
for hits, going 5-for-5 with a
home run to lead New York over
Detroit 8-4 Tuesday night in its
postseason opener.
Bobby Abreu had a two-run
double and Jason Giambi hit a
two-run homer in the third as
New York's big boppers staked
Chien-Ming Wang to a 5-0 lead.
After the Tigers crawled within
two runs, Abreu added a two-run
single in the sixth and Jeter hit
his 17th postseason home run in
the eighth.
New York's lineup, now that
everyone's healthy, poses a
mighty challenge for opposing
pitchers. All nine starters are current or former All-Stars.
Alex Rodriguez, the reigning
AL MVP, was dropped to sixth in
the order, his lowest slot since
Seattle batted him eighth on May
7, 1996.
New York won its third straight
postseason series opener. Mike
Mussina (15-7) tries to give the
Yankees a 2-0 lead in the best-offive series when he starts on

Wednesday night against Justin
Verlander (17-9).

Girardi given hook
MIAMI (AP) - Thanks to a
managerial shuffle Tuesday,
Florida Marlins owner Jeffrey
Loria can now yell at umpires
with the skipper's approval.
The Marlins fired Joe Girardi,
and five hours later introduced as
his replacement Fredi Gonzalez,
third-base coach for the Atlanta
Braves the past four years.
Girardi's departure after only one
season had been expected after his
rift with Loria boiled over two
months ago in an on-field confrontation over the owner's heckling of an umpire.
The Marlins decided to fire
Girardi not because of the umpire
incident, but because he failed to
mesh with others in the organization, general manager Larry
Beinfest said.
"Joe is not returning because it
was not a good fit," Beinfest said.
The Marlins had baseball's
youngest team and lowest payroll
at $15 million, but Girardi led
them to a 78-84 record, and they
were in contention for a playoff
berth until a late-September fade.

Montana State wide receiver
hauls in national award
BOZEMAN (AP) - Montana State wide receiver Michael Jefferson
was named co-offensive player of the week in NCAA Division I-AA
football by The Sports Network.
Jefferson caught 12 passes for a school record 239 yards, including
a 56-yard touchdown pass in the second quarter to give Montana State
a 22-7 lead over Northern Arizona. The Bobcats won 39-32.
The previous school record was 235 yards set by Rick Gatewood at
Montana in 2004.
Jefferson, who was named the offensive player of the week by the
Big Sky Conference as well, shared the national award with New
Hampshire quarterback Ricky Santos.
Santos, a junior, threw three touchdown passes and rushed for 110
yards and two scores in top-ranked New Hampshire's 52-49 win at
No. 18 Delaware Saturday.

Kaimin Sports
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Three-year deals expected to usher UM out of the Paleolithic era
PETE DELMOE
MONTANA KAIMIN
University of Montana Athletic
Director Jim O’Day’s job just got
a whole lot easier.
Last week, the Board of
Regents approved a measure to
allow the University of Montana
and Montana State University to
offer three-year contracts to the
head coaches of football and
men’s and women’s basketball.
“It’s definitely a positive to
recruit coaches when they see the
commitment you’ve made to
them,” O’Day said. “It’s hard to
visit with a lot of coaches when
you say you’ve got a one-year
contract.”
O’Day said the University of
Montana can finally be on the
same playing field as other universities that offer multi-year deals.
Montana was one of the few states
in the country that only offered
one-year contracts to collegiate
coaches.
“Right now I don’t know of any
others that are doing the one-year
contract,” O’Day said. “We’ve

pretty much been a dinosaur in
that fact. We’ve moved out of the
dark ages.”
One coach who hasn’t had to
worry about the one-year contracts has been UM women’s basketball head coach Robin Selvig,
who has coached the Lady Griz
for 28 seasons. However, he said
the new multi-year deals should
help greatly in bringing in new
coaching talent.
“If I was looking at jobs and one
of them had a multi-year deal and
one of them didn’t I’d probably
take the multi-year one,” Selvig
said. “It’s a no-brainer.”
Selvig also said it’s about time
that Montana caught up with other
states.
“I do think it’s overdue,” he
said. “It just doesn’t make sense
that we wouldn’t have the same
tools as a university to hire coaches as other places.”
O’Day said UM has been lucky
to get some of the coaching talent
that has come through Missoula
and that some of those coaches
have stayed.
“You are not going to find many
Robin Selvigs who are just going

to dedicate their life like that to an
institution,” O’Day said. “This is
also a way to thank him for what
he does.”
O’Day said the positives to
long-term contracts far outweigh
the cons. He said other than helping him in hiring coaches, it gives
the coach some job security and
the comfort of knowing they don’t
have to win immediately.
“You don’t have to have everything change overnight because
that is almost impossible,” he said.
“Often times, when things do
change that fast, you’ve had to
bring in some kids that were really not going to be the ones to build
your program but were quick fixes
and in the long run that usually is
not going to be the most beneficial
for your program. We would much
rather build on four- and five-year
kids here.”
The new deals should also make
it easier for coaches to recruit now
that athletes know that a coach is
signed to a long-term contract
instead of a one-year deal.
“It’s definitely a plus in recruiting,” Selvig said. “It hasn’t come
into play with me because I have

been here a long time. When
someone asks me and I say ‘I say
I plan to stay on here’ that’s pretty
believable. I know that’s been a
big deal for men’s basketball
coaches and football.”
One drawback of multi-year
deals is that if the University
wants to get rid of a coach whose
contract is not up, the University
must pay off the remainder of the
contract or negotiate a buyout.
On the other hand, if a successful coach under contract wishes to
leave the program to go somewhere else, he must buyout the
contract or, more realistically,
have the university that is interested in him pay off the rest of the
contract.
The new deal will allow incentives that would reward coaches if
they reach certain goals.
Those left out in the cold who
won’t be receiving three-year
deals are the head coaches in
sports other than football and basketball.
The reason for that is simple –
money.
“Right now, those are your three
revenue-generating sports,” said

O’Day. “There is probably more
pressure on those three sports
because of the financial implications with it. We do hope that
things go well so we can do it for
the other sports in the near future.”
UM men’s tennis head coach
Kris Nord said he understands
why the new contracts only extend
to football and basketball.
“Obviously I’d like to see it
across the board, but it’s also a different beast,” said Nord, who is in
his 24th year at UM. “Football and
basketball pressures versus tennis
pressures. It doesn’t mean that we
don’t want to win and field good
teams, but we don’t have the
scrutiny that those coaches do or
the pressure financially to put people in the seats.”
O’Day said this is a good deal
for everyone, including the coaches that aren’t getting the long-term
deals.
“All of our coaches are thrilled
with the idea of a multi-year contract,” O’Day said. “I know that
those who are not even being
offered it know that this is a good
thing for our department.”

Middle blockers take Montana volleyball to new heights
SARAH SWAN
MONTANA KAIMIN
When it comes to height,
Montana has other teams in the
Big Sky Conference beat, especially with EvaLyn Whitehead and
Jessica Petersen.
Standing at 6 feet 4 inches and
6 feet 3 inches, respectively, the
two middle blockers for the
University of Montana volleyball
team are proving to be dominant
forces on the net.
“They just bring such a presence to the court,” UM head coach
Jerry Wagner said. “Other teams
know their names and know that
they’re going to have to plan differently when Jessica and EvaLyn
are playing well in the middle.
“Probably (what) comes to mind
is what a super presence it is to
have them patrolling the middle of
the court for us.”
Both girls admit they don’t
think that much about their height.
“I’ve always been taller, even in
elementary, for my age,” said
Whitehead, who is listed as the
tallest player in the conference. “I
really wouldn’t know what it
would be like to be average
height, because I’ve always been
the taller one of my grade or my
class.”
Petersen, a junior from Helena,
said she didn’t reach her full
height until her senior year of high
school. She said that being tall is
something that hasn’t sunk in yet.
“I always tell my friends, ‘I
don’t feel like I’m tall,’ and then I
look at pictures and I’m like, ‘I’m
that much taller than you?’” said
Petersen, a health and human performance major.
Whitehead and Petersen began
playing volleyball seriously in
high school, and as they won club
and high school championships,
they recognized their talent.
“They have a strong will, and
they want to be good,” Wagner
said. “They want to do whatever
they were asked to do and bring
everything to the table.”
So far this season, UM’s middles have done just that.
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EvaLyn Whitehead and Jessica Petersen are the UM volleyball team’s top returning blockers this season. Whitehead has played in 215 career games, posting 171 total blocks while Petersen hastallied
124 blocks in 162 games.

Both Petersen and Whitehead
are leading Montana with a combined 41 total blocks and five solo
blocks apiece. Showing power on
offense, Whitehead has slammed
down 48 kills while Petersen has
added 19.
“I’m actually learning a lot
more this year than I ever have,
because everything’s quicker,”
Petersen said. “I like having to
learn more, because I don’t feel
comfortable in it, so it’s pushing
me to work hard at it, and I really
like that aspect of it.”

Wagner said he is amazed at the
girls’ strong desire to do well on
the court and admits, “I’ve seen a
lot more consistent play.”
“I know we’re a better team
every time we have EvaLyn
Whitehead on the court, and I
know we’re getting better, more
consistent play from Jessica every
time she’s out there,” he said.
Montana has seen a big
improvement in its play on the
court this year than in the past few
years. Last year, the Griz went
3-11 in conference play and failed

to make it into the Big Sky
Conference tournament for the
fifth-straight year.
Under Wagner, who replaced
Nikki Best in May, the Griz have
thrived, going 7-1 in their last
eight matches and, with a 4-1 conference mark, are in third place in
the Big Sky.
“I think that we’re finally someone to have to look at,” Petersen
said. “In the past, (other teams)
come here or we go there, and it’s
just been, ‘It’s Montana, whatever.’ But now they see that we’re
(4-1) in the conference, and, hopefully, they’re going to step it up to
compete with us.”
Whitehead said that since she’s
been at UM the team has always
pushed to accomplish something.
“I feel that this year we finally
are and it’s awesome. It’s definitely a good way to start a senior
year,” Whitehead said.
She added that she thinks
Montana’s level of performance
thus far has influenced a number
of views about the Griz.
“When people think of Montana
volleyball, I hope they think of it
as a team that they’re going to
have to play and definitely compete against. It’s not a team that
they can just roll over,” Whitehead
said. “When they think of
Montana volleyball, it’s going to
be them thinking of a tough game
ahead.”
With more tough games on
Montana’s schedule, Whitehead
said she tried not to think of her
height advantage as an easy ticket.
“It takes more than being tall to
get it done out on the court,”
Whitehead said. “Every game I try
to contribute as much as I can, as
far as making it easier for my team
to play defense, getting up and
always being available as a middle
blocker. It’s important as a middle
that you’re always a threat, always
an option.”
With both Whitehead and
Petersen vying for playing time in
the same spot, Wagner said he is
impressed with their progress.
“I really think they complement
each other’s play,” he said. “When
they’re working specifically with-

in the middle – hitting, blocking –
they certainly are mature enough
to push the other middles that are
in the program to higher levels.”
Whitehead said it’s nice to
know Petersen’s got her back on
the court, and vice versa. She said
both of them have strengths and
weaknesses that are different and
flattering to each other’s abilities.
Petersen agrees that both she
and Whitehead can benefit from
each other’s level of playing.
“It’s just really helpful if I see
her doing well at a certain hit, then
that [hit is] usually open for me,”
Petersen said.
Even with the lengthy Petersen
and
Whitehead
manning
Montana’s middle position on the
court, Whitehead said she doesn’t
think about Montana’s benefit of
added height.
“I don’t want to take anyone for
granted,”
Whitehead
said.
“Because (other teams are) shorter
than me, they can still hit, they can
still block. Height is an advantage,
but at the same time I don’t really
think about the height of the other
teams because I don’t want to discredit what they’re able to do.”
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equal access to students with disabilities.”
Money issues are preventing
wheelchair-using students from
receiving equal rights, Pielat said.
“Our civil rights are being traded off as fiscal options,” he said.
“Civil rights are not civil options.”
ASUM President Andrea
Helling acknowledged that there
are problems, but said ASUM
Transportation is doing all it can
to fix them.
The problems began on the first
day of school when a lift on one of
the buses broke, Helling said.
“We’ve definitely had a challenge as far as lifts go,” she said.
“But I think that if we work
together with ADSUM, we can
solve these issues.”
Helling said that meetings have
taken place and that she thought
the ASUM Transportation had
done everything ADSUM had
asked of them.
According to Nancy Wilson,
director of ASUM Transportation,

y

her office is doing all it can to
have equal bus access for all UM
students.
“The truth is we’ve added more
disability access, more student
access to these buses in general,”
she said.
Wilson said there are five buses
owned by UM, including a bus
recently donated by Mountain
Line.
Bus one was recently out of
operation due to wheelchair lift
problems. Wilson said that the bus
is old and that it was hard to find
the necessary part for repairs. The
needed part was received Monday
and by 11 a.m. that day, all three
running buses had operational
lifts, she said.
Pielat said that two students
have filed grievances with the
U.S. Department of Education.
“As a result of these grievances,
an investigation could possibly
start in the near future,” Pielat
said. “If any violations are found,
ASUM Transportation will be
held responsible.”
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Parkside downtown said he
expects to double his profits
tonight.
“We’ve been booked for months
and a full house for us means
somewhere around $40,000, for
the night, which is real good for
business,” Bernthal said. “We

make half of that on an average
night.”
Lodging outlets in town aren’t
the only businesses looking to
profit off the thousands of concertgoers in town. The bars in the
downtown district are feeling the
profit buzz as well with a pre-concert party set to start at 2 p.m. in
Caras Park with local vendors and
a shuttle to the show, as well as

buses with free beer running from
Sean Kelly’s Brew Pub to the
show and back following the concert.
“It’s gonna be a pretty crazy
night,” said Shena O’Neill, bartender at Sean Kelly’s Brew Pub.
“We expect to have a lot of business and we’ll be ready to rock ‘n’
roll.”
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Montana Kaimin:
Floating UM’s boat since 1898.

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: found in Natural Science Building- Key to
Kawasaki. Pick up in Room 205.
LOST: Red Schwinn Men's 21-speed SX 2000, 26' bike.
Reward if found. Please Call (406) 546-0729.

FOUND: Long board found near oval on 10/2, call to
identify (406) 207-7681

PERSONALS

COUNSELING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES. Here
when you need us. 243-4711

HELP WANTED
WANTED

Mystery Shoppers earn up to $150 per day. Exp not
required. Undercover shoppers needed to judge
Retail and Dining Establishments. Call 800-722-4791.
INTERNET WORK! $8.75-$39.50/ Hr! FT/PT. $25
Bonus! Studentsurveysite.com/kaimin5

k iosk
Like Kids? Need after school care for 12 and 9 year old
Monday through Wednesday, 3:30 pm to 5:30 pm.
Need own transportation. Call 532-5912 or email
htravel@hotmail.com

Care giver to assist my daughters, age 10 and 13, to
get to and from school from our home in the Univ district. Mornings: M-F 7:30-8:30, Drop off at Paxson and
WA Middle School. Afternoons: Mon. 3:30-5:30, pick
up from school and take to music lessons and home.
Thurs. 2:30-5:30, pick up from school and take home.
Call Mary at 728-0178.
Make $7-$10 per hour DOE talking on the phone.
Absolutely no sales involved. The easiest job you'll
ever have. PT/FT positions available. Flexible scheduling. Call 532-3709 8-5 Mon-Fri.
JANITOR: WORK-STUDY STUDENTS ONLY! Private elementary school. Flexible after school and weekends
hrs. Nice place to work. $7/hr. Responsible hard
workers. Call Robin 549-8327

Great part time job for student! Pressure wash service needs assistant. This position is part time, with
variable hours and days, including weekends. Pay
starts at $8.00/hr. Must have current driver's licenses
and transportation. Please call 239-5648.
College Students: We pay up to $75 per survey.
www.GetPaidToThink.com
Assembly position, 20-25 hours per week, flexible
schedule, no weekends or evenings, call Steve at 5427040.

Full-time/ part-time SALES opportunity with
Vanns.com in Missoula. Position requires a professional self-starter with a dedication to providing prompt
and courteous service for all customers via phone,
email and by using a high level product of knowledge.
Willingness to adapt and learn new skills a must!
Please send current resume to: Mike Redler, VDC Call
Center Manager, 3623 Brooks, Missoula, MT 59801. No
drop-ins or phone calls please.

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu

MONTANA KAIMIN
BUSINESS STAFF:
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JOSH FRICKLE
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K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: classifieds@kaimin.org.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

SERVICES
SERVICES

CAR SMASHED? GET HELP NOW? Call Bulman Law
Associates today. 721-7744
FOR SALE

2001 VW Jetta, 105km, 32 mpg, sunroof, heated
seats, all records, good condition with brand new
winter tires. $7,500 o.b.o. call after 6pm 406-5317766.

FOR RENT

Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS 251-6611

MISCELLANEOUS

House of Fine Instruments. Www.gregboyd.com

1 1/2 miles from U of M. End of the road privacy. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths. Great views. Owning can be as
economical as renting. $198,000. Call your Dad and
then call Matt @ Clark Fork Realty 728-2621.
THURSDAY! THURSDAY! THURSDAY! Every Thursday
scoops are only $1.50 at Goldsmith's Premium Ice
Cream. From 6pm until close. Across the Footbrigde.
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